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• CASA validation testing 
– an overview 
– testers 
– examples
– some stats

• Bamboo system and beta testing
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CASA Testing and Robustness
Available in two basic flavors

• Verification testing
– automated testing, run within new “continuous integration” system*
– performed by the Build + Test team (under DMG)
– handled by unit tests, CASAguide-based regression tests 

• Validation testing
– manual testing by user testers
– generally performed by scientific staff members (as of 10/1, under SSR)

• i.e., validation testers are users, not CASA team members
• managed by JDM

– handle bug fix checking and validation of new features
• Pipeline(s) verification and validation is separate

– ALMA PL handled by PLWG with their own regression testing and validation steps

– but based on a CASA version that goes through the above steps

* we’ll come back to this 
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CASA User Testers
Who are they?

• No set group of testers
– new data analysts to commissioning scientists
– NAASC data analysts and SWST members historically heavily 

represented; move to SSR intended to bring CASA testing 
observatory-wide 

• Wide variety of levels of experience 
– easy bug fix tickets used to train entry level testers, requirements 

laid out in testing plan
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Requirements for testing to pass
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CASA User Testers
Who are they?

• No set group of testers
– new data analysts to commissioning scientists
– NAASC data analysts and SWST members historically heavily 

represented; move to SSR intended to bring CASA testing 
observatory-wide 

• Wide variety of levels of experience 
– easy bug fix tickets used to train entry level testers, requirements 

laid out in testing plan
– new features tested by requesting scientists, based on documented 

requirements
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Validation Testing, an Example of Success
CASAdocs

• Challenge: 900-1000 individual pages of content, all requiring 
consistent style and content review
– Created a “style team”, led by Brian Kirk, of 5 NAASC data analysts
– Leaned on 50+ content validators across the NAASC, VLA, EU 

ARC, EA ARC, JAO, and 1 Jansky fellow to read entire “chapters” 
and individual task pages

– Released CASAdocs, featuring improved content relative to existing 
documentation, some entirely new content (i.e., tclean pages), all in 
a consistently styled package ….  thanks to a ton of validation help
• Ott talk next 
• Still to come: remainder of the task, tool pages (CASA 5.3, 5.4, beyond)
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CASA Validation Stats
How much work do we really do?

Year Tickets	set	ready	to	
validate

Tickets	assigned	for	
validation testing

Tickets	closed	after	
going	through	
validation	testing

2015 575 543 501

2016 721 710 630

2017	(so	far) 828 777 665

* Numbers include all of CASA project (i.e., pipelines, single dish, bug fixes, new 
features, occasional developer items requiring validation step, documentation)
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Continuous integration vs. “the way we did it before”
From a user testing perspective

• What we used to do (subversion):

• What we’ve been doing since we branched for CASA 5.0 (git):

Master 

Testing happens 
on master; 

released version 
goes to users, 

containing all code

Developer fix

Developer fix

Developer fix

Developer fix

Master 

Testing happens in 
development 

branches; released 
version goes to 
users, containing 
validated code

Developer branch and validation testing Developer branch and validation testing

Developer branch and validation testing Developer branch and validation testing
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Transitioning to Bamboo 
What it means in practice for user testers

• Untested features are no longer checked into the master branch
– Developers can keep projects in development without being tied to a 

release cycle; much easier to “hold back” code that isn’t ready

• Feature/bug fix testing occurs in separate branches
– CASA builds are created in development branches, and tarballs are 

downloaded from the JIRA ticket 
– Once validated, these fixes are pushed/merged to the master branch

• Prerelease builds (of master) only contain validated features
– We use these builds to gauge, test, and fix interactions between 

validated features
– “beta” testing occurs here

• Suoranta talk tomorrow 
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Beta testing

• “Beta” testing can proceed using these builds: 
– https://casa.nrao.edu/casa_obtaining.shtml
– all usual caveats apply (these are not releases for a reason!), but this 

is as close as you can get to the CASA bleeding edge
• please remember your mileage may vary; we use these builds to gauge, 

test, and correct interactions between validated features
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most recent 
prerelease build
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inform the users that their participation will aid CASA documentation efforts. The new CASA              
liaison person may be put in charge of the forum monitoring on a regular basis. 
 
We recognize that the implementation and release of the new plone docs as well as the                
aforementioned ongoing documentation effort constitute demanding tasks. The CUC also          
recognizes that a condensed and refurbished inline help system is technically more challenging             
to implement than initially assumed. As a result, our recommendation is to focus on the release                
of the plone docs and the continued documentation effort within this system while de-prioritizing              
new development efforts such as an updated inline help. However, the CUC is interested to               
discuss a reasonable timeline for the latter latest during our next annual meeting.  
 
The CUC is aware that value-added hands-on documentation in form of casaguides is much              
appreciated by the user community. As outlined elsewhere in this document, we strongly             
recommend to cover new CASA features in additional dedicated casaguides. However, the CUC             
is also aware that publication of casaguides is not an immediate duty of the CASA team. We                 
hence encourage the CASA team to motivate the respective stakeholders to take action and assist               
them in the corresponding efforts. 

5.3 Reliability  
Recommendations from 2015 

1) Prioritize the implementation of a crash reporter in CASA.  
2) Monitor the trend of bug reports from users. 
3) Encourage the users to report their problems. 

Endorsement: Continue to keep the crash reporter high priority and target inclusion with 5.0 
Recommendation this year: 

1) Use CUC members for beta testing. 

2) Make sure to collect the casa logs to identify what the user was doing at the time of 

the crash. 

3) Use survey data to determine if a new OS should be supported. 

 
The committee heard a report on development of a crash reporter. When enabled by a hidden                
option in the user’s .casarc file an independent process will run the background and in the event                 
of a crash of the parent casa process will send diagnostic information back to the developers.                
The committee noted that the development seemed to be well along but still being thought of at a                  
fairly low level, with diagnostic information including stack trace and core dumps. In practice              
diagnostic information should include the higher level casa logs to identify the task responsible.              
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will be critical for users making the switch from the current viewer. With respect to               
documentation, the committee recommends that CARTA guides be developed to demonstrate the            
most frequent use cases, in a similar vein to CASAguides.  
  
The CARTA team led a hands-on, user feedback session in Charlottesville in Spring 2016. It was                
reported that this gave the developers actionable feedback and highlighted real-world successes            
and ongoing issues. The ACDC needs to continue to work on the big picture items that will                 
negatively impact users, such as the asynchronous operation of the GUI. User testing of CARTA               
is therefore clearly important. The committee recommends that continued effort be taken to             
promote beta testing of CARTA within the community through the CASA Newsletter and             
targeted emails to, e.g., selected PIs of successful ALMA or VLA programs. Members of the               
CUC are also happy to contribute to beta testing.  
 
The committee understands that the transition period from the viewer will extend across the next               
few years, through the addition of interactive clean. We continue to recommend communication             
with users about this change, through inclusion of CARTA updates and descriptions of CARTA              
features in the CASA newsletter and in the CASA release notes. The committee looks forward to                
updates on CARTA, and suggests including a demo in the next F2F meeting.  

5.7 Calibration Pipelines  
Endorsements: 

1. Continue working on JVLA and ALMA pipelines,  with an emphasis on reducing 

the human effort required across the entire process.  

2. We  encourage continued collaboration with the Scientific Computing Institute to 

eventually redesign the weblog interface to efficiently inspect the results of the 

pipeline 

 

We are encouraged to see the continued development of the ALMA and JVLA calibration              
pipelines. The CASA team has been improving the ALMA pipeline using flagging heuristics,             
adding features to the JVLA pipeline that are necessary for spectral line science, and started               
testing capabilities for the VLASS.  
 

However, we worry that the human effort involved in the pipelines is considerable. This              
translates to a delay in data ALMA delivery (as shown in the plot comparing the fully observed                 
data and the data delivered to the PI). There are several ways to tackle this issue. In the short                   
term, we encourage the CASA team to use flagging heuristics, define better QA metrics and               
scores, and continue improving the weblog interface. In the long term, we look forward to               
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p. 9 of the 2016 CUC report: 

p. 13 of the 2016 CUC report:

Beta testing and the 2016 CUC report
Does it seem like I’m pushing beta testing?
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We’re always looking for volunteers!

• We are always looking for experienced CASA user testers 
– Please email me at jmeyer@nrao.edu to get involved in formal 

CASA testing

• If you find a reproducible bug in one of our prerelease versions, 
email me and report:
– the CASA version you were running
– the commands or script that someone else can run to reproduce 

your bug
– a link to the dataset that can be used to reproduce the bug

Here’s how you can help us improve the robustness of CASA
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www.nrao.edu
science.nrao.edu
public.nrao.edu

The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the National Science Foundation
operated under cooperative agreement by Associated Universities, Inc.


